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General relativistic effects on the cooling of neutron stars

Christa Kindl and N. Straumann,

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Zurich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich,
Switzerland

(1. IV. 1981)

Abstract. We present a discussion of general relativistic effects on the cooling of neutron stars
and show analytically that these almost cancel for the dominant neutrino processes and a very stiff
equation of state (apart from a trivial redshift of the surface temperature for an observer "at infinity").
Numerical results for a "realistic" equation of state show larger general relativistic corrections. These
are, however, still smaller than the uncertainties in the neutrino loss rates. Previous results of cooling
curves would thus not be changed significantly by a general relativistic treatment of the thermal
properties of neutron stars.

With the recent establishment of an upper limit on the effective temperature
of steady emission from the Crab pulsar (Toor and Seward, 1977) and from
putative neutron stars in young super-nova remnants with the use of the Imaging
Proportional Counter on the Einstein Observatory (for recent summaries of these
data, see Helfand et al., 1980), the subject of neutron star cooling has become of
renewed interest. Cooling curves (surface temperature as a function of time) of
neutron stars depend on various interesting aspects of neutron star physics (see,

e.g., Straumann, 1980). In particular, a pion condensate in the central region of
the neutron star would greatly enhance the neutrino emissivity (Maxwell et al.,
1977).

Cooling curves have been computed by many authors (Tsuruta, 1979, and
references therein; Maxwell, 1979; Glen and Sutherland, 1980; Van Riper and
Lamb, 1980; Tsuruta, 1980). Most workers have neglected in the past general
relativistic effects in the energy and transport equations. These are, however,
potentially important (Glen and Sutherland, 1980), because they affect the
temperature gradient in the core and thus the neutrino losses, which are very
temperature sensitive (~Tn, n 6.8).

In this note we show first analytically that general relativistic effects on the
cooling of neutron stars cancel (accidentally) to a large extent for the dominant
neutrino processes and a very stiff equation of state. Then we present results of
numerical calculations for a "realistic" equation of state. The general relativistic
corrections turn out to be larger in this case, but they are still smaller than the
uncertainties in the neutrino loss rates. This proves that previous results of cooling
curves would not be changed significantly by a general relativistic treatment of the
thermal properties of neutron stars. For this reason, we believe that the differences

in the results of Van Riper and Lamb (1980) and those of Tsuruta (1979)
cannot be due to general relativistic effects.
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We begin by recalling the basic general, relativistic equations which determine
the cooling of neutron stars (see, e.g. Thorne, 1966).

The metric of a spherically symmetric neutron star is

g e2*w dr2-^ ~; /A, 2-r2(d&2 +sin2 ddtp2) (1)
dr

l — lGm(r)/rc
Here m(r) is the gravitational mass enclosed in the sphere of radius r, i.e.

m(r)=\p(r')4rrr'2dr' (1)

where p(r) is the total mass-energy density. The well-known equations for the
pressure gradient and for dcp/dr (Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff) decouple practically

from the thermal equations, since the neutron star matter is essentially in its
ground state (apart from a very thin envelope) shortly after formation of the
neutron star. The hydrostatic structure is thus determined by the equation of state
at T 0.

The relativistic generalization of the equation for thermal equilibrium (energy
balance) is

d -,+. 4rrr2 ^.^ds .„,- (Le2*) - nt;*T- (3)
dr (l-lGm(r)/rc ' dt

The total luminosity, L, is the sum of the neutrino luminosity, Lv, and the
radiation/conduction luminosity Ly. T is the local temperature and n denotes the
density of baryons of specific entropy s (per baryon).

The neutrino luminosity gradient is given by

d 4rrr2

dr (l-lGmir)lrc
where qv is the neutrino emissivity per baryon.

For thermal neutrino energies s 1 MeV, the neutrino mean free path is

greater than the stellar radius. Hence the temperature gradient within the neutron
star is governed by the radiation/conduction flux Ly. The relativistic generalization
of the equation for thermal energy transport reads

d ^ _ 3«p Lye4,
~dr e )_ ~4acT34rrr2il-lGmir)frc2)(Te*) =—— =3f (51vic a _ -T-.3 a 2ri -« Statata /g.. .ta.ta2\l/2 y->'

where k is the total opacity: k1 k^ + k^1^.
The degenerate matter inside the neutron star has a very high thermal

conductivity and thus equation (5) leads to T • e* const., except for a thin
envelope (of a few meters thickness). The general relativistic factor c* is potentially

important, since the dominant neutrino emissivities have a strong temperature

dependence.
For the calculation of general relativistic corrections to cooling curves we

integrate equations (3) and (4) over the star and neglect, for simplicity, the surface
value of L,. compared to that of L„. (This is valid for the first few thousand years.)
From the resulting equations, one finds for the time dependence of Te* in the
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core:

\ne^qvdV

~ItiTe*) c
(6)

ncv dV

Here dV 4irr2(l - 2Gm(r)/rc2)"1/2 dr is the proper volume element, corresponding
to the spatial part of the metric (1), and cv is the specific heat, Tds cv dT.
Since superfluidity does not affect the cooling of neutron stars in an important

way, we consider only the case of normal nucléons. Then the modified
URCA-process dominates, if there exists no pion condensate. The corresponding
emissivity is proportional to T8. The emissivity due to the pion condensate
ß-decay has also a power dependence (T6) of the temperature. In the following
discussion, we put ev : nqv AT". The specific heat of a normal Fermi liquid is

c=B ¦ T, where the constant B depends on the effective mass. Inserting this into
equation (6) gives

afr„.. A „<t>\n-Xi_

-(n-2)<f- dV
,/(Te*) -(Te*r-1—: (7)

dt B f ,tr

In a non-relativistic approximation the time dependence of the interior temperature
would be given by - dT/dt (AjB)^'1. Comparing this with equation (7) at

the surface of the core (before Te* begins to drop to the surface value on the few
outermost meters), we see that the time dependence of the temperature T; at the
surface of the core is given by the same equation as in the nonrelativistic theory,
but with A/B replaced by (A/B)K, where

je-(n-2)*dV
K e(n-2)*,J_ (8)

dVI-
Here tps denotes the surface value of tp. Note that K can be interpreted as a
"renormalization" of A, i.e. of the neutrino emissivity.

For stiff equations of state the density profiles of neutron stars are rather flat.
In this case a homogeneous model (p const.) should provide a reasonable
estimate for the magnitude of the general relativistic correction factor K Then e*
is given by

n i ,r.j/\i/2 1 / ',n\/fr2\ i/2
(9)

A simple calculation shows that the leading term of K -1 in an expansion with
respect to R./R CR, : Schwarzschild radius) vanishes for n 8. For this reason it is
not surprising that the numerical results for K given in Table 1 never deviate from
unity by more than a few percents for the interesting values of n (n 6, 8). Thus
we expect that the general relativistic corrections are small for a stiff equation of
state.
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Table 1

General relativistic correction factor K, equation (8), for various values of n and Rs/R (homogeneous
model).

n\(RJR) 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
5 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.86
6 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.95
7 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.05
8 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.08 1.17
9 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.09 1.16 1.32

10 1.01 1.02 1.07 1.12 1.25 1.48

With equation (7), the well-known expression for B, and (Friman and Maxwell,
1979)

(*fc\
3 *fc / \ 2/3

ÜM U±(p\ Ts (10)
mn/ mp \p0/

(p0: nuclear matter density), we can easily compute the time dependence of T;. If
we take m*lmp 1, m*fmn 0.8 and use the relation between Tf and the surface
temperature, Ts, given by Glen and Sutherland (1980), then we find the cooling
curve shown in Fig. 1 (indexed by GR). This curve agrees, for the first few
thousand years, completely with the one obtained in an elaborate calculation by
Glen and Sutherland (1980) for a 1.25M.-star, based on a "realistic" (stiff)
equation of state (Pandharipande, Pines, and Smith, 1976).

Too.K
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Figure 1

Observed temperature, T„, versus time for a homogeneous star model of normal nucléons and no pion
condensate. The lower curve includes corrections due to GR. These cancel almost completely, apart
from the trivial redshift of the surface temperature.
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The upper curve in Fig. 1 shows the non-relativistic result. The only significant

general relativistic effect is the trivial redshift of the observed temperature
Tœ Tse*- at infinity. One may expect that the general relativistic correction
factor (8) is larger for more realistic neutron star models. For this reason we have
computed K numerically for a representative equation of state, using computer
results of Borner and Cohen (1973). For the equation of state of Bethe et al.
(1970), denoted as BBS by Borner and Cohen, we have obtained the following
results.

For a rather massive star with M= 3.44 x 1033 g and a high central density,
logpc (gcm"3) 15.5, we obtain K=1.4 for n=6 and K 1.8 for n=8. The
latter value shows that general relativistic corrections are no more very small for
extreme cases (massive neutron stars with high central densities), but even then the
uncertainties in the neutrino emissivities are still at least as big. In any case, K can
be computed from (8) for a given neutron star model.
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